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Detection can be very fastDetection can be very fastDetection can be very fastDetection can be very fast

O k f j d i i lO k f j d i i l On a task of judging animal vs  no On a task of judging animal vs  no 
animal, humans can make mostly correct animal, humans can make mostly correct 
saccades in 150 ms (Kirchner & Thorpe, saccades in 150 ms (Kirchner & Thorpe, ( p ,( p ,
2006)2006)

C bl i d l i h iC bl i d l i h i Comparable to synaptic delay in the retina, Comparable to synaptic delay in the retina, 
LGN, V1, V2, V4, IT pathway. LGN, V1, V2, V4, IT pathway. 

 Doesn’t rule out feed back but shows feed Doesn’t rule out feed back but shows feed 
f d l i f lf d l i f lforward only is very powerfulforward only is very powerful

 Detection and categorization are Detection and categorization are 
practically simultaneous (Grillpractically simultaneous (Grill--Spector &Spector &practically simultaneous (Grillpractically simultaneous (Grill Spector & Spector & 
Kanwisher, 2005)Kanwisher, 2005)



Rolls et al (2000)Rolls et al (2000)Rolls et al (2000)Rolls et al (2000)



Some opinionsSome opinionsSome opinions…Some opinions…

 A hierarchical, mostly A hierarchical, mostly feedforwardfeedforward network is network is 
the right model,  the question is how to train itthe right model,  the question is how to train itg , qg , q

 Unsupervised, Unsupervised, sparsitysparsity encouraging techniques encouraging techniques 
are promising for lower layersare promising for lower layersare promising for lower layersare promising for lower layers

 But so far the success of this approach at the But so far the success of this approach at the 
higher stages has not yet been demonstrated higher stages has not yet been demonstrated 



Insights from child developmentInsights from child developmentInsights from child developmentInsights from child development

•Trying to learn object recognition from bounding boxes 
is like trying to learn language from a list of sentences. y g g g
• The development of visual recognition, like language 
acquisition benefits from supportive “scaffolding”acquisition, benefits from supportive scaffolding

 Grouping and tracking can play an important role by 
helping solve the correspondence problem. In a 
machine vision system, we can “cheat” by supplying 
keypoint correspondences



Detecting and Segmenting People
Where are they? What are they wearing? What are they doing?
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Trying to extract stick figures is  hard Trying to extract stick figures is  hard 
(and unnecessary!)(and unnecessary!)

Generalized cylinders (Marr & Nishihara, Binford)
Pictorial Structures (Felszenswalb & Huttenlocher)



All the wrong limbs…All the wrong limbs…gg



HighHigh--Level Computer VisionLevel Computer VisionHighHigh Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision
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HighHigh--Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision

Object Recognition

HighHigh Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision

Object Recognition
Semantic Segmentation
Pose Estimation

Facing the camera

Pose Estimation
In a back view

Facing back, head to the right



HighHigh--Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision

Object Recognition

HighHigh Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision

Walking away Object Recognition
Semantic Segmentation
Pose Estimation

talking
g y

Pose Estimation
Action Recognition



HighHigh--Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision

Object Recognition

HighHigh Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision

Object Recognition
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Pose Estimation
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HighHigh--Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision

Object Recognition

HighHigh Level Computer VisionLevel Computer Vision
“A blue GMC van

k d i b k i ” Object Recognition
Semantic Segmentation
Pose Estimation

parked, in a back view”

Pose Estimation
Action Recognition
Attribute Classification“A man with glasses “An elderly man with a Attribute Classificationg

and a coat, facing back, 
walking away”

An elderly man with a 
hat and glasses, facing 
the camera and talking”

“An entlebucher
m nt in d sittin inmountain dog sitting in 
a bag”



Person Detection is ChallengingPerson Detection is Challengingg gg g

Occlusion ClothingOcclusion Clothing

Articulation No silhouette Accessories

Viewpoint Wrinkles



How can we make the problem harder?How can we make the problem harder?pp

 Solution:  Severely limit the supervisionSolution:  Severely limit the supervision



The best approach in such setup?The best approach in such setup?pp ppp p
Part 2 fires on 
left torso

…but sometimes 
on ½ of the 

headhead 

Learned partLearned part

 DivideDivide andand conquer: One global template + five partsconquer: One global template + five parts

Learned part Learned part 
location penaltylocation penaltyPart 5 fires on one leg… …or both 

legs DivideDivide--andand--conquer: One global template + five partsconquer: One global template + five parts
 Positions and appearance of parts trained jointly (Latent SVM)Positions and appearance of parts trained jointly (Latent SVM)

Mi f d l f i ( di i i )Mi f d l f i ( di i i )

g

 Mixture of models for various poses (standing, sitting, etc)Mixture of models for various poses (standing, sitting, etc)

[[FelzenszwalbFelzenszwalb et al. PAMI 2010]et al. PAMI 2010] Parts are not well localized and have large appearance variationsParts are not well localized and have large appearance variations



Radical idea: What if, instead, we try to Radical idea: What if, instead, we try to 
make the problem easier?make the problem easier?make the problem easier?make the problem easier?

NNose
Right Shoulder

f Sh ldLeft Shoulder
Right Elbow
Left Elbow

[Bourdev and Malik, ICCV 2009][Bourdev and Malik, ICCV 2009]



Can we build upon the success of Can we build upon the success of 
faces and pedestrians?faces and pedestrians?

 Both do template matchingBoth do template matching Both do template matchingBoth do template matching
 Capture salient and common patternsCapture salient and common patterns
 Are these the only two salient & common patterns?Are these the only two salient & common patterns?

 But how are we going to create the training set?But how are we going to create the training set?
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Examples of poseletsExamples of poseletsExamples of poseletsExamples of poselets

Patches are often farPatches are often far visuallyvisually, but they are close, but they are close semanticallysemanticallyPatches are often far Patches are often far visuallyvisually, but they are close , but they are close semanticallysemantically
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How do we train a How do we train a poseletposelet for a for a 
given pose configuration?given pose configuration?



Finding CorrespondencesFinding CorrespondencesFinding CorrespondencesFinding Correspondences

Given part of a human Given part of a human How do we find a similar How do we find a similar 
posepose pose configuration in the pose configuration in the 

training set?training set?



Finding CorrespondencesFinding CorrespondencesFinding CorrespondencesFinding Correspondences

Left Shoulder

Left Hipp

We use We use keypointskeypoints to annotate the joints, eyes, nose, to annotate the joints, eyes, nose, 
etc. of peopleetc. of people



Finding CorrespondencesFinding CorrespondencesFinding CorrespondencesFinding Correspondences

Resid al ErrorResid al ErrorResidual ErrorResidual Error



TrainingTraining poseletposelet classifiersclassifiersTraining Training poseletposelet classifiersclassifiers

Residual Residual 
Error:Error: 0.150.15 0.200.20 0.100.10 0.350.350.150.150.850.85

1.1. Given a seed patchGiven a seed patch
Fi d h l h f hFi d h l h f h2.2. Find the closest patch for every other personFind the closest patch for every other person

3.3. Sort them by residual errorSort them by residual erroryy
4.4. Threshold themThreshold them



TrainingTraining poseletposelet classifiersclassifiersTraining Training poseletposelet classifiersclassifiers

1.1. Given a seed patchGiven a seed patch
Fi d h l h f hFi d h l h f h2.2. Find the closest patch for every other personFind the closest patch for every other person

3.3. Sort them by residual errorSort them by residual erroryy
4.4. Threshold themThreshold them
55 U th p iti t i i pl fU th p iti t i i pl f5.5. Use them as positive training examples for a Use them as positive training examples for a 

classifier (HOG features, linear SVM)classifier (HOG features, linear SVM)



For a trained poselet we fit:For a trained poselet we fit:For a trained poselet we fit:For a trained poselet we fit:

Nose

Right elbow

Left knee

Expected
person bounds

Foreground
probability mask

Keypoint
predictions
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How do we find poselets?How do we find poselets?How do we find poselets?How do we find poselets?

h h d f d dh h d f d d Choose thousands of random windows, generate Choose thousands of random windows, generate 
poseletposelet candidates, train linear candidates, train linear SVMsSVMs

 Select a small set of Select a small set of poseletsposelets that are:that are:
 Individually effectiveIndividually effective
 ComplementaryComplementary



Selecting a small set of Selecting a small set of 
complementary complementary poseletsposelets



Poselet Activations Poselet Activations  Detections & SegmentationsDetections & Segmentations



Creating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation Vector

 Step 1: Detect poselets in the imageStep 1: Detect poselets in the image Step 1: Detect poselets in the imageStep 1: Detect poselets in the image



Creating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation Vector

 Step 2: Enhance their scores using contextStep 2: Enhance their scores using context Step 2: Enhance their scores using contextStep 2: Enhance their scores using context



Creating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation Vector
Two poselets refer to the same Two poselets refer to the same 
person if their person if their keypointkeypoint predictionspredictions
are consistent:are consistent:

Not consistentConsistent

 Step 3: Cluster poselets of the same personStep 3: Cluster poselets of the same person

Not consistentConsistent

 Step 3: Cluster poselets of the same person Step 3: Cluster poselets of the same person 
togethertogether



Creating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation VectorCreating Poselet Activation Vector
Cluster3Poselet type Cluster1 Cluster2

0.32 0.11 0.95

0.77 0 0.08

0 0 0.72

0.41 0 0

 Step 4: Collect the scores of all poselets in aStep 4: Collect the scores of all poselets in a
Poselet activation vector

 Step 4: Collect the scores of all poselets in a Step 4: Collect the scores of all poselets in a 
cluster into a poselet activation vectorcluster into a poselet activation vector



Poselet Activation VectorPoselet Activation VectorPoselet Activation VectorPoselet Activation Vector
Cluster3Poselet type Cluster1 Cluster2

0.32 0.11 0.95

0.77 0 0.08

0 0 0.72 Front facing0

0 41

0

0

0.72

0

Mostly 
facing

Front facing

0.41 0 0

 PAV provides aPAV provides a distributed representationdistributed representation ofof

facing 
right

Likely false positive
 PAV provides a PAV provides a distributed representation distributed representation of of 

the pose and is the basis for poseletthe pose and is the basis for poselet--based tasksbased tasks
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Problem: The patch may have Problem: The patch may have 
k i lk i lweak signalweak signal

Front and back Left or 
h l

Face false 
look similar right leg?positive

A front face poselet Location of  
d i lLack of head-and-shouldersA front face poselet

can disambiguate them pedestrian poselet
can disambiguate

Lack of  head and shoulders 
poselet suggests a false positive

Solution: Enhance the Solution: Enhance the poseletposelet score using other score using other 
consistentconsistent poseletsposeletsconsistent consistent poseletsposelets



Using contextUsing contextUsing contextUsing context

1.1. For each For each poseletposelet activation on the training set:activation on the training set:
A.A. Find its label: True positive, False positive, Find its label: True positive, False positive, p , p ,p , p ,

UnknownUnknown
BB Construct a feature vector from activations ofConstruct a feature vector from activations ofB.B. Construct a feature vector from activations of Construct a feature vector from activations of 

other consistent other consistent poseletsposelets
T i li l ifi f hT i li l ifi f h l tl t2.2. Train a linear classifier for each Train a linear classifier for each poseletposelet

3.3. Convert score to probability via logistic Convert score to probability via logistic p y gp y g
regressionregression



The effect of using contextThe effect of using contextThe effect of using contextThe effect of using context

ROC curves for three random poseletsROC curves for three random poselets

Green: ContextGreen: Context
Red: No context
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Object Detection withObject Detection with PoseletsPoseletsObject Detection with Object Detection with PoseletsPoselets

1.1. Detect Detect poseletsposelets in the imagein the image
22 Enhance their scores via contextEnhance their scores via context2.2. Enhance their scores via contextEnhance their scores via context
3.3. Cluster consistent ones into object hypothesesCluster consistent ones into object hypotheses

The most salient poselet
creates the first hypothesis

If  a poselet is consistent
with an existing hypothesis

Otherwise it starts
a new hypothesis

4.4. Predict bounding box and score of the clusterPredict bounding box and score of the cluster
it gets assigned to it



Object Detection withObject Detection with PoseletsPoseletsObject Detection with Object Detection with PoseletsPoselets

1.1. Detect Detect poseletsposelets in the imagein the image
22 Enhance their scores via contextEnhance their scores via context2.2. Enhance their scores via contextEnhance their scores via context
3.3. Cluster consistent ones into object hypothesesCluster consistent ones into object hypotheses

The most salient poselet
creates the first hypothesis

If  a poselet is consistent
with an existing hypothesis

Otherwise it starts
a new hypothesis

4.4. Predict bounding box and score of the clusterPredict bounding box and score of the cluster
it gets assigned to it



ResultsResultsResultsResults

 Best results on all PASCAL person Best results on all PASCAL person 
detection competitionsdetection competitions

POSELETS Felzenszwalb et al.

2010 48 5% 47 5%

detection competitionsdetection competitions

2010 48.5% 47.5%

2009 48.3% 47.4%

2008 54.1% 43.1%
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Segmenting peopleSegmenting peopleSegmenting peopleSegmenting people









Align Align poseletposelet activations (1 of 3)activations (1 of 3)gg pp ( )( )
 Threshold the mask of each Threshold the mask of each poseletposelet

 Make boundary map of the image (Make boundary map of the image (ArbelaezArbelaez et al.)et al.)

 Align theAlign the poseletposelet activations using this nonactivations using this non--rigidrigid Align the Align the poseletposelet activations using this nonactivations using this non rigid rigid 
deformation:deformation:



VariationalVariational smoothing (2 of 3)smoothing (2 of 3)g ( )g ( )
 The initial object mask       is smoothed by taking The initial object mask       is smoothed by taking 

into account the predicted object boundary :into account the predicted object boundary :into account the predicted object boundary     :into account the predicted object boundary     :

S h d bj kSmoothed object mask



Refine via selfRefine via self--similarity (3 of 3)similarity (3 of 3)y ( )y ( )

B f fi Af fiBefore refinement After refinement



MultiMulti--object segmentationobject segmentationj gj g

Person and horse



MultiMulti--object segmentationobject segmentationj gj g

Person and bicyclePerson and bicycle



Some segmentation results…Some segmentation results…gg



Categories
r b st inwe are best in
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Male or female?Male or female?Male or female?Male or female?



How do we train attribute How do we train attribute 
classifiers “in the wild”?classifiers “in the wild”?

 Effective prediction requires inferring the pose Effective prediction requires inferring the pose 
and camera viewand camera view

 Pose reconstruction is itself a hard problem, but Pose reconstruction is itself a hard problem, but 
we don’t need perfect solution.we don’t need perfect solution.

W i ib l ifi f hW i ib l ifi f h ll We train attribute classifiers for each We train attribute classifiers for each poseletposelet

 PoseletsPoselets implicitly decompose the poseimplicitly decompose the pose



Gender classifier per Gender classifier per poseletposelet is is 
much easier to trainmuch easier to train



P lP l llPoseletsPoselets: general: general--purpose pose purpose pose 
decomposition engine Can bedecomposition engine Can bedecomposition engine. Can be decomposition engine. Can be 
used any time separating pose used any time separating pose y p g py p g p
from appearance is importantfrom appearance is important

AppearanceAppearance is key for:is key for: Pose Pose is key for:is key for:

 Attribute classificationAttribute classification  Pose reconstructionPose reconstructionAttribute classificationAttribute classification Pose reconstructionPose reconstruction
 Action recognitionAction recognition



Attribute Classification OverviewAttribute Classification Overview

GivenGiven a a test imagetest image

PoseletPoselet
Activations



FeaturesFeatures

 Pyramid HOGPyramid HOG Pyramid HOGPyramid HOG
 LAB histogramLAB histogram
 SkinSkin featuresfeatures
 HandsHands skinskin HandsHands--skinskin
 LegsLegs--skinskin Poselet

patch
B .* CSkin

mask
Arms
mask

Features

patch mask mask

PoseletPoselet
Activations



Attribute Classification OverviewAttribute Classification Overview

Poselet-level
Attribute

Features

Classifiers

PoseletPoselet
Activations



Attribute Classification OverviewAttribute Classification Overview

Person-levelPerson-level
Attribute
Classifiers

Poselet-level
Attribute

Features

Classifiers

PoseletPoselet
Activations



Attribute Classification OverviewAttribute Classification Overview
Context-level
Attribute

Person-level

Attribute
Classifiers

Person-level
Attribute
Classifiers

Poselet-level
Attribute

Features

Classifiers

PoseletPoselet
Activations



Is maleIs maleIs maleIs male



Has long hairHas long hairHas long hairHas long hair



Wears a hatWears a hatWears a hatWears a hat



Wears glassesWears glassesWears glassesWears glasses



Wears long pantsWears long pantsWears long pantsWears long pants



Wears long sleevesWears long sleevesWears long sleevesWears long sleeves





Results Results –– Average PrecisionAverage Precisiongg



Random 2% of the test setRandom 2% of the test set
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Actions in still imagesActions in still imagesActions in still images …Actions in still images …

 have characteristic : have characteristic : 
 pose and appearancepose and appearancepose a d appea a cepose a d appea a ce
 iinteraction with objects and agentsnteraction with objects and agents



PASCAL VOC 2010 Action Classification PASCAL VOC 2010 Action Classification 

 Action ClassificationAction Classification: Predicting the : Predicting the action(saction(s) being ) being 
performed by a person in a still image Boundingperformed by a person in a still image Boundingperformed by a person in a still image. Bounding performed by a person in a still image. Bounding 
boxes are givenboxes are given

Relatively small training data/classes



Poselet selection and trainingPoselet selection and traininggg

 Restrict training examples to ones from the Restrict training examples to ones from the g pg p
categorycategory

takingphoto Examples from all actions

Examples from takingphoto



Some discriminative Some discriminative poseletsposelets



Spatial model of personSpatial model of person--object object p pp p jj
interactioninteraction



Action classificationAction classificationAction classificationAction classification
one vs. all classifier

Image context

one vs. all classifier

action context bbox

poselet activation vector object activation vector

action context
(9 dim)

bbox
(4 dim)

(~500 dim) (4 dim)



Results on static action Results on static action 
classificationclassification



FeedFeed--forward networkforward network

High level questions:High-level questions:
“is this a woman?”
“is she running?”g

Local pattern matchingLocal pattern matching
“left half  of  head and 

shoulder”

Oriented gradients



FeedFeed--forward networkforward network
Lots of  
context

View
independentcontext independent

No View 
context specific



P lP l llPoseletsPoselets: general: general--purpose pose purpose pose 
decomposition engine Can bedecomposition engine Can bedecomposition engine. Can be decomposition engine. Can be 
used any time separating pose used any time separating pose y p g py p g p
from appearance is importantfrom appearance is important

AppearanceAppearance is key for:is key for: Pose Pose is key for:is key for:

 Attribute classificationAttribute classification  Pose reconstructionPose reconstructionAttribute classificationAttribute classification Pose reconstructionPose reconstruction
 Action recognitionAction recognition


